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The various levels and subdivisions of geography and their interrelations may be 
organized for computer storage, retrieval, and update through the use of 
multilist structures. In this process several files are created to correspond to 
the different partitions of the whole space Or universe. A directory is used to 
keep track of entities for each entity type--state, county, congressional 
district, etc. ‘Ihe “state” directory mntains 57 entries, for example, one entry 
for each state (50) or territory (7). 

A fundamental file of unnamed, elementary entities is the basis for storing 
information on the gtxgraphy of the space. The records of the fundamental file 
correspond to elementary geographic areas which are minimal intersections of 
entfties, and which are traditionally called GTUB’s for “Geographic Tabulation 
Unit Base.” Each GTUB record contains pointers for several lists. Each list 
type corresponds to an entity type, Qy “county”. The county list type occupies 
a unique field in each record, and the value in that field is a pointer to the next 
GTUB with the same county code. Each list type corresponds to e pe”tition of 
space and provides a method to store many specific lists of this type. The list 
elements are the subsequent records of the same entity. 

The GTL’B’s are equivalent to the atomic elements in the complete geographic 
tabulation lattice. The multilist structure permits the reconstruction of the 
geographic lattice if desired-hence the properties of lattices may be utilized 
implicitly with the GTUB. 

SNTRODUCI’XON 

A topologically sound geometric structure can guarantee mathematically 
consistent area1 classification. The fundamental element of area in a 
topologically structured map file is the 2-tell; and in the United States, there 
are over ten million IL-cells. The surface of the country may be theoretically 
subdivided into those ten million P-cells with all land area counted (covered) 
cxac tly once. Au geographic areas are composed of sets of 2-tells. In that 
sense the 2-cell is the basic unit or fundamental building block for geographic 
regions. The 2-ceUs may be unnecessarily small and too numerous for the kind 
of “building” required to keep track of g-graphic relationships. Often 
mnti@ous 2-cells will behave as a group, remaining together under any 
geographic partition of the whole space. These groups which behave as single 
uiits make tp the GTUB’s. The P-cells belonging to a single GTUB will all have 
the rune geography; that is, they are contained in the same regions. GTUB’s 
rrill be dratacterized by the property that their constituent 2-b rlf have the 
8ame geography; and that any 2-&l not belonging to the GTUB must have 
different geography in at least one category. 

A GTUB is an intersection of more familiar g-graphic regions. A computer 
data structure called a rultiliat will be used to represent GTL’B’s. The example 
in the next section is provided to illustrate the relations among P-cells, GTUB’s, 
higher-level geographic structures, and the multilist representation of the 
geographic relations. 



AN ILLUSTMTED KXAMPLE OF GTUB/MULTILIS SI’EUCTURES 

Consider the following subdivisions of the same rectangular area into Ii-cells, 
regions, zones, and districts: 

L 

Pigme 1. Different suwivisiars of a Rectangular A&. 

The 2-cells are automatically a finer physical partition than any of the other 
subdivisi ens. All lines used to delineate geographic area boundaries plus all 
street and other linear feature lines go into determining the boundaries or outer 
limits of the 2-tells. The regions are also a finer partition than the districts in 
this example; zones are not comparable to regions or to districts in the sense 
that neither is finer than the other. A finer partition is called a refinement. A 
common refinement may always be obtained for any collection of partitions by 
taking intersections.of are=. The common refinement for the zones, districts, 
and regions is shown below. This refinement has as its elements the GTUB’s for 
zones,kstricts, and regions. 

Figure 2. GWB Bets fa Zon~District-Begiorr Geography. 

The GTUB’s depend on the collection of partitions of geographic areas. Adding 
other levels of geography will increase the number of GTUB’s and make the new 
GTUB set a refinement of the earlier GTUB set. The GTUB set will always 
tmve fewer elements than the 2-&I set because every GTUB will still be 
aompased of 2-cdl.s. In the example above there are 24 It-cells and 7 GTUB’s. 
If every 2-cel.l were s&divided into 100 2-tells in the example above, there 
would still be only 7 GTUB’s. The number of GTUB’s depends on the geography 
above the GTUB’s, not the geometry below (i.e. the 2-W.& which originate 
from street and other linear feature patterns). The following figure is a Haase 
diagram showing the fnclusion relations of the districts, regions, zones, and 
GTUB’s. A line between entities indicates inclusion. The higher entity contains 
the lower entity. 
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pisure 3. Hiuse Diagram fa Set Xnchxim Rekitims fa GTUB’s. 

In terms of lattice theory, the GTUB’s form the set of greatest lower bounds 
for sets of selected elements from every partitioning set. The GTUB’s are also 
least upper bounds fo? sets of Z-cells having the same geography. The GTUB’s 
provide a new level of geography between 2-tells and other entities which 
simplifies the relational scheme, as shown in the figures below. 

Drmtrrctmr 

F&ure 4. Set hchxhs of Z-dls Without GTUBh 



Figure 5. Set Inclticms of Z+~!lls with GTUB’s. 

Figure 4 illustrates the structure required to link 2-tells to 
geography. GTUB’s, 2-tell be to minimal 
of entity (in case, and In particular 

there only minimal In more case, m 
levels R mn are GTUB’s a 

minimal of on to all 
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There no inclusions P-cells entities than 
This the themselves function the 

unit geography many which not the of 
infamation. the time, the are linked 

the of to extracting on P-cells 
it is needed. 

P&ore 5 ruggests that different data st.ructrPts for GTUB’B-md+bom and for 
GTUBte-end+elow are advisable. The GTUB% simply partition the set of 
P-cells, whereas more complex interactions take place above the GTUB’s. This 
will always be the case because the GTUB’s are least upper bounds for 2-tell 
sets and greatest lower bounds for the other geography. 

. . 

The next section describes the multilist representation for the geography with 
GTUB’s and illustrates the description with the example given above. 



Multilist of with 

. 

A multilist is a computer data structure capable of providing several 
simultaneous linkages of data. The data points are regarded as belonging to 
several lists--each data point belongs to one list for each list type or entity 
type. GTUB records are the data points, and unique fields on the records 
identify the containing lists and the list links. Directories support the multilist 
of GTUBls by keeping track of higher level geography. Higher level geography 
refers to entity types which have proper refinements between themselves and 
the GTUB’s. An example of higher level geography in the illustration above is 
the district. The figures below present the collection of data structures 
required for multilist representation of the GTUB relations presented earlier. 

/Directory{ , Zone , 

Directory 

I ~Pigure 6. Files and Pile Links far MultiList GTUB -tation. 

More specifically, the files for the example given above will consist of the 
following set of records: 
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p&un! 7. cantents of AR Pflcs in the Multilist Databese. 
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Within each file, records correspond to entities or specific areal units. 
Information is grouped as follows on the records: 

Bntity identifier: links to lower levels: links to higher levels 

Not every record wiIl contain all three groups of information, although two of 
the tfree will always appear. The 2-tells have no lower levelq and, in the 
example above; distric+ and zones have no higher levels. .- 

AltMgh the entire collection of geographic entities does not form a hierarchy, 
K)me sukets of entity types do form hierarchies. The entity type hierarchies 
result when one level of eography is a refinement of another level (counties 
within states, for example k . The file organization will reflect this. 

Within the GTUB records, the various fields corresponding to the Vext GTUB, 
same entity” link the records in individual lists that constitute the multilist. In 
the example above, the “Next GTUB, same entity” field of the GTUB record 
corresponding to entity type “zone” produces 3 linked lists of GTUB’s: (Gl, G5, 
G6.1, (GZ, G3), and (G4, G7) corresponding to the zones X, Y, and 2, 
respectively. 

. 
Notice that GTUB lists are not generated for higher level geography, such as 
district. GTUB lists may be built for higher level geography by aggregating 
lists of lower level entities which constitute the higher level entities. The 
aggregation procedure imitates the initial list formation routine: references to 
the “Next lower level entity, same :igher level entity” generate lists of lower 
level entities. Each lowest level entity corresponds to a list of GTUB’s. The 
lists of GTUB’s for every lowest level entity in the higher level entity, can be 
concatenated to produce a list for the higher level entity. 

Decomposition procedures of higher level entities of any type into lower level 
entities amount to list building and concatenation operations for the multilist 
structure described above. 

MULTILIST COMPLEXlTY 

The example presented in the previous section greatly simplifies the 
interactions of files in ader to illustrate clearly the internal file structures. 
The next figure from a Census Bureau TIGER specification memo illustrates 
some, but not all, of the geographic areas which were used for tabulation 
geography on the 1980 Census of Housing and Population. The entities shown 
are those 1980 geographic classifications which will again be retained through 
the 1990 Census. The following diagram represents e subset of both the 1980 
and the 1990 geographic areas. 

The next figure, figure 8, although far more complex than the illustration of 
figure 6, represents approximately on-third of the total levels of geography 
that will be carried in the 1990 Census of Housing and Population. Currently 
there nre close to twenty lowest level geographic entity types immediately 
above the GTUB level being considered for inclusion in the 1990 geographic 
database. 

Xn dditian to passusing complex interactions, the geographic drtr base is 
subject to change. Layers of geography may be added or subtracted. Entities 
within entity types may be redefined or reorganized. Boundaries may change, 
necessitating the creation of new units at every level, even down to the 2-ceU. 
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Pigum 8. Some 1980 US. Geqpphic Areas to k InelM in 1990 

In order to aganize large dynamic geographic structures such as the structure 
diagrammed above, the multilist database will require many file management 
capabilities. Some of those capabilities are summarized in the final section. 

ONGOl’NG RBEARCH AND DEVELOPMEWT WlTH GTUBS 

The Haase diagram in figure 5 illustrated the way that GTUB’s can replace 
IL-cells as the fundamental unit of geography. The efficiency gained in working 
with GTUB’s will depend to a great extent on the relative sizes of the GTUB 
file and the 2-tell file. As partitioning sets increase, the GTUB’s get smaller 
and their number increases. In theory, the GTUB’s could become as num erous 
a~ the 2-tells. Some investigation is underway to study the trade-offs end to 
determine tht point at which the GTUBk become inefficient. 

The GTUB’s, even with their potential ineffidencies, nevertbelesl provide a 
minimal set of building blocks from which to build all’ of the geographic 
entities. This aspect of GTUB’s was not emphasized in the earlier sections; and 
it is an important consideration for maintaining geographic consistency. 
Regions may be reconstructed from their GTUB’s by means of multilists; and, 
moreover, the boundaries of those GTUB’s may be added using a Boolean sum to 
reconstruct the bomdary of the containing region. The integrated approach of 
the GTUB and the multilist totally eliminates the polygon overlay 



inconsistencies that result from storing different types of entities on separate 
files. The overlay figure below illustrates the manner in which GTUB’s behave 
as jigsaw puzzle pieces which can be used to build any geographic entity. 

. 
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Figure 9. All Overlays are Made Up of GTUBk 

Although the directories in the example presented in this paper were given the 
same multilist structure as the GTUB file, in practice there may be shortcuts 
and savings gained by using other structures for higher level directories and 
files. Census coding of many entities embeds higher level identifiers in the 
codes of the lower level entities. For example, a Minor Civil Division code 
carries digits identifying the county and state. -This additional structure will be 
utilized in implementing a multilist database for GTUB’s, although it was not 
specifically acknowledged in the illustrative presentation above. 

GTUB file building may be accomplished by adding the layers of geographic 
entity types one layer et a time. As layers are added, the new GTUB partition 
becomes a refinement of the old GTUB partition. GTUB elements are split 
according to way that the new entities partition the 2-tells within the old 
GTUB. Processing of the splitting of GTUB’s by additional layers of geography 
may be automated to e high degree provided locational information on e-cells 
can be retrieved readily, and provided that the new layer’s entities are also 
defined geometrically. 

Removing layers of geography results in the consolidation of GTUB’s. This 
procerps may be accomplished without locational information about the ‘t-cells. 

Several other geas of database management for the GTUB multilist are 
-idates far study fa efficient algorithms. Because of the bgm file sizes, 
efficient management is critical. 
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